Nishina Center Workshop
Application Form for Symposium ( not mini-Workshop)

Please fill in the thick-lined boxes.

Name : SCHEIT Heiko
RI Phys. Lab
e-mail : scheit@ribf.riken.jp
tel : x4732

Person in charge:

Department/Affiliation :

Title:
SHOGUN: a next generation gamma-ray spectrometer for fast beams at the RIBF
Brief Description:

(free format)

A next generation gamma-ray spectrometer based on the novel scintiallator LaBr3(Ce) is envisioned
for the RIBF. The array would feature excellent time resolution (sub-ns), high full energy peak
efficiency (>30%) and excellent energy resolution (2-3%). A construction proposal has already been
submitted to and was approved by the RIBF NP-PAC. The purpose of the workshop is to gather
experts in the field to discuss the latest developments in scintillation detector research. Furthermore,
the physics cases for the SHOGUN array at the RIBF and elsewhere will be discussed. An
international SHOGUN collaboration will be established.

From: yyyy / mm / dd
2011/02/04
number of days

Date of symposium:

(to:

2

yyyy / mm / dd)
2011/02/05

days

※Prior to fix the Symposium/mini-WS, please make a contact with the "Nuclear Physics Seminar Organizing Committee,
RIKEN Nishina Center (NPSOC)" so as not to overlap your application with seminars or conferences in Nishina Center
organaized by NPSOC.

Contact person in RIKEN:

Name:
Department:
e-mail:
tel:

Request for the total of Lodging fee:
225000 JPY
Please identify the name and number of nights for each person.
Maximum amount is 6720 JPY/day/person

Name ( total fee and the number of nights)
(approx 15 persons, Probably less, Assumed 5000円/night * 3 nights)

Local transport expenses
84000 JPY
Please identify the name and estimate their local transport expense.
Those who come from Tokyo area will not be supported.
Name (Local transport expenses)
(approx 15 persons, Probably less, 5600円/person)

30000 JPY
30
participants (expected)
You have to report the perticipant's name to User Support Office later on.

Refreshments (Coffee etc. ):

Maximum amount is 500 JPY/day/person

Request for the Support:
Maximum amount is 500,000 JPY for Symposium.

339,000

JPY (in total)

